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PyHC Super Quick Background

• Who we are
• Promoting and facilitating the use and development of Python for Heliophysics.
• A community knowledge base for performing heliophysics research in Python, aiming to provide a 

variety of tutorials, resources, a list of useful packages, general discussion, and advice.
• Projects

• https://heliopython.org/projects/
• Core Projects: PlasmaPy, SunPy, pySPEDAS, SpacePy, pysat
• Other widely-used Projects: Kamodo, HAPI Client, etc.
• Domains

• Science: Solar, Heliospheric, Geospace Sciences (Magnetosphere), and ITM
• Software Capability: Modelling, ML, plotting, wrappers for other libraries, CDF writers, etc.

• Activities
• Bi-weekly telecons

• Project intros/updates, continued discussions from meetings/past telecons, outside speakers
• AGU, TESS, PyHC bi-annual meetings, etc.
• Summer School

• This year was the first one of its kind!
• Introduce core PyHC/other highly-used PyHC packages in the context of leveraging them for scientific research

https://heliopython.org/projects/


PyHC and COSPAR ISWAT

• COSPAR ISWAT O2-06 Team: Coordination and collaborations of Python 
libraries and tools for ISWAT
• Leads: Arnaud Masson (ESA), Aaron Roberts (NASA GSFC), Julie Barnum (LASP | CU)
• The goal of this team is first to perform an inventory of all Python libraries related to 

Heliophysics and Space Weather and putting all links at the ISWAT team webpage. Work 
transversally across the various ISWAT teams to list and eventually improve accessibility to 
space weather services, identify and report incompatibilities and gather the needs of the 
various groups in terms of data analysis, visualization or model-data comparison.

• https://iswat-cospar.org/O2-06

• 2021 – 2022 Activities
• PyHC Integration Strategy Workshop
• Inaugural PyHC Summer School
• PyHC paper (accepted in AISR special issue)

https://iswat-cospar.org/O2-06


PyHC Integration Strategy Workshop

• NASA-organized two-day workshop (late Aug 2021)
• Workshop committee: Brian Thomas (NASA/GSFC), Aaron Roberts (NASA/GSFC), 

Julie Barnum (LASP), Arnaud Masson (ESA), Reinhard Friedel (NASA HQ)
• Drew together key figures in PyHC to discuss how the community could better 

advance our efforts to provide support in the Python for the heliophysics research 
community. 
• Identified priorities for technical work in the coming years particularly with regard to a 

theme of “Integration”

• Results
• Produced a public report of findings and observations to strengthen space wx

information architecture (in relation with ISWAT O2-06 team)
• Public report: https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search?q=20210023307
• Also, an internal NASA report to help guide future recommendations

• Workshop helped PyHC determine next steps for integration and outreach

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search?q=20210023307


Summer School Overview

• This was the inaugural PyHC 2022 Summer School!
• Held in partnership with the European Space Astronomy Centre (ESAC) — Arnaud 

Masson was main POC from the ESA side
• FREE, open to all graduate students, early career scientists, and established scientists 

looking to transition to Python in the Heliophysics and Space Weather disciplines
• Held Monday, 30 May 2022 – Friday, 3 June 2022 at ESAC in beautiful 

Madrid, Spain.
• We offered a remote participation option (Zoom) for those who were unable to 

attend in-person. 
• We also recorded and streamed to YouTube.
• To communicate with presenters, we set up a Slack space.

• How we spun the motivation
• “PyHC Summer School attendees will learn Python best practices and receive hands-

on instruction from experts as they take a deep dive — via tutorials, demos, and 
presentations — into the rich ecosystem of Heliophysics Python packages.”

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDKhoNyHGTFZ345-lI-EeC4CAQhNUfUS0


Summer School Goals

• Expose more young researchers to python-based/open source 
heliophysics and space weather software 
• Introduce the PyHC ecosystem, create an understanding of: 1) how to use 

core PyHC packages and other highly-used PyHC packages in research, 2) how 
our packages benefit research workflow and 3) how to use PyHC packages 
locally + a bit on Python best practices 

• Attract more users and developers to PyHC
• Improve the quality of our code, and truly incorporate the community in 

development
• Develop a working shared python heliophysics software environment 

(HelioCloud container)
• Created by Brian Thomas and Jeff Bradford at NASA GSFC

• Expose heliophysics researchers to cloud-based research approaches



Summer School Participants

• Participation Stats
• Just shy of 500 signed up
• Participants from 43 countries 

• Spread across North America 
(~50 universities across the US), 
South/Central America, Europe, 
Asia/Oceana, Middle East/Africa

• During the summer school itself
• About 60 ESAC on-site participants each day, and anywhere from 118-256 throughout the day on 

Zoom



Summer School Agenda

• General agenda
• Day 1: “AstroPy for Heliophysics” and SunPy
• Day 2: PlasmaPy and SpacePy
• Day 3: Solar-MACH and HAPI (with a touch of VirES)
• Day 4: pysat and pySPEDAS
• Day 5: Kamodo, other PyHC projects, Python learning session, and wrap up



Summer School Participants

• Participation Stats
• Majority were students

• Majority had ≤ 4 years programming 
experience



Summer School Overall Results

• Overwhelmingly a successful first rendition!

1 (2.1%)

17 (36.2%)

29 (61.7%)

5 (10.6%)

42 (89.4%)



Summer School Overall Results

• Overall, students were content with our content

1 (2.1%)

17 (36.2%)

25 (53.2%)

1 (2.1%)

34 (72.3%)

4 (8.5%)
12 (25.5%)



Summer School HelioCloud Results 

• Overall, people were please with the HelioCloud platform!
• Performed well, with only a few minor issues

• Provided a shared environment, including all needed installations and notebooks for tutorial

• Worked fairly well out of the box

• Students overall agreed with the above, and want to keep using HelioCloud!

1 (2.1%) 2 (4.3%) 2 (4.3%)
8 (17%)

34 (72.3%)



Summer School Reviews

• What was your favorite thing about the summer school? Why?
• Projects, presenters, and notebooks
• “Though I knew that there were different "tools" in python dedicated to Space Physics, the thing I liked the 

most about the school was to really know the different python projects and the powerful they are…the 
presentations give the proper insight of each project so I know what they are about and also, now I know 
where to look.”
• “Walking through the notebooks! I find this so much more engaging that just a presentation about what the 

code can do…Especially when we could write small parts of the code ourselves, with some hand-holding, is 
really effective for my learning style.”
• “It was really good to get explanations from people who developed the packages and that all attendees could 

communicate through the slack chat!”
• HelioCloud
• “My favorite part about the school was the HelioCloud platform. The main thing was I didn't had to worry 

about the installation of Conda and Jupyter notebook...the learning experience was very good.
• “Kudos to the HelioCloud it was super useful!”

• General
• “The in-person attendance…after two years of corona messing up travel plans, being able to network with 

people in mine or related fields was super nice.”
• “Streamed on YouTube. Very easy to tune in!”



Summer School Next Steps

• Other topics requested by students for a future summer school
• How to run MHD simulations.
• A ton of requests for Machine Learning/Deep Learning presentations.
• More examples of science done with PyHC packages (in particular, with integration in mind).
• More in-depth explanation of best practices for programming.

• Future Summer Schools
• Bi-annual basis

• Two years from now (2024) summer school in the US (LASP?)

• Incorporate feedback from this year’s students
• A more cohesive story woven into the projects
• Add requested topics
• More group work
• Bring high school students into the fold



PyHC Overview Paper

• Python in Heliophysics Community (PyHC): 
current status and future outlook
• Authors: Julie Barnum, Arnaud Masson, Reinhard 

H.W. Friedel, Aaron Roberts, Brian A. Thomas
• Layout• How has PyHC has realized the components of a 

“Heliophysics Framework” (put forth by Burrell et al. 
(2018))? • Give suggestions for advancing PyHC’s efforts, including: 
how we can improve our information architecture, grow 
our community (project sustainability and usage), 
nurture the social component of PyHC, improve PyHC
package integration, and non-Python library 
considerations. • Advance PyHC’s mission and strategic goals, while 
helping better integrate PyHC into the broader 
Heliophysics and Space Weather community efforts.

• Recently accepted for publication!
• Will be open access

• Next up? Contributing a synopsis to the cluster 
paper that ties together all the team papers.



Connect with PyHC

• Website: https://heliopython.org/ or http://www.pyhc.org/
• Upcoming telecon and meeting info on the Meetings page, PyHC packages info on 

Projects page, etc.
• PyHC mailing list

• https://heliopython.org/contact/

• Chat rooms
• Element Chat: https://app.element.io/#/room/#heliopython:openastronomy.org
• Helionauts: https://helionauts.org/login ** requires invite

• Social Media
• Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/PyHC_official

• Further questions? Drop me a line. ☺
• Julie.Barnum@lasp.colorado.edu

https://heliopython.org/
http://www.pyhc.org/
https://heliopython.org/contact/
https://app.element.io/
https://helionauts.org/login
https://twitter.com/PyHC_official

